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2.2.
1. Abstract

This paper presents an overview of these systems and
briefly examines each system's assets, limitations,

Changes in the Department of Energy's (DOE) scope possible applications and projected costs. Reference
of work have stimulated several laboratories and 6 contains more information on each system.

commercial companies to develop and apply tech-
nology tO enhance nuclear material control. 3. System Categorization
Accountability, inventory, radiation exposure, and
insider protection concerns increase as many DOE The DOE has published guidance and criteria
facilities require increased storage. (Reference 4) for reducing the physical inventory

frequency for category I and II special nuclear mate-

This paper summarizes a study of the existing ma- riai storage locations. A site can use three categories
terial control technologies. The goal of the study is of attributes to decrease inventory frequency and still

to identify, characterize, and quantify 'the trade-offs provide assurance of accountability for nuclear
associated with using these technologies to provide materials:
real-time information on stored nuclear material that

in turn supports decreasing the frequency of inven- s Area/Environment Attributes that limit or inhibit
tories conducted by site personnel, access to the area and removal of nuclear

materials in the inventory,

2. Introduction • Location/Containment Attributes that increase
detection of unauthorized access to and/or

2. I. _ movement in the storage area, and

The Sandia National Laboratories' (SNL) Insider • Continuously-Monitored Item/Material

Technology Department was tasked by the Attributes that provide qualitative or quantita-

Department Of Energy (DOE) Office of Safeguards tire assurance that no changes have occurred in
and Security (OSS) to develop and demonstrate in- the material.
sider protection technology as it applies to the DOE
community. As part of this activity, we identified, Site specific physical characteristics generally consti-
characterized, and quantified the trade-offs associated tute the first category. The technologies presented in
with several existing systems that a site could use for the paper are the second and third categories.
material monitoring. Ali of these systems provide ,.
real-time information on stored nuclear materials and

support decreasing the frequency of physical 3. I Systems Providing Location/Containment
inventories conducted by site personnel. Reducing Attributes
the frequency of these physical inventories can result
in significant cost savings and a reduction of 3.1.1 AIMS
radiation exposure to personnel.

The Authenticated Item Monitoring System (AIMS)

This work was supported by the U. S. Department of monitors movement of specified items over time.

Energy under Contract DE-AC04-76DP00789. The AIMS consists of a number of authentic_ated
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sensor transmitters(ASTXs) anda receiver/processor 3.1.4 LGVSS
unit (RPU) which consists of an RF receiver, a
personal computer and an embedded printer. The The Light Grid Vault Surveillance System (LGVSS)
ASTXs are small, reusable and battery powered. The uses an x-y light beam that monitors nuclear material
ASTXs detect and report movement, tamper, and storage canisters. The concept was proposed by
events to the RPU using authenticated RF messages Savannah River, and a mock storage vault was de-
to increase system security. The RPU can storeup to signed and constructed by Oak Ridge National
50,000 events between data collection periods. The Laboratory.The vault has a below-floor level gridof
receivers report the status of the ASTXs to a vertical cylindricalstorage locations. The vault floor
controller that displays and records ali alarm consists of a gridof metal tiles with aligned holes to
information, allow for the light beam grid. The canister baskets

are suspended from the bottom of each metal tile
3.1.2 EIVS such that the placement and removal of a canister is

detected. The LGVSS consists of a network of light
The Experimental Inventory Verification System sources, photo sensors, a digital input circuit board
(EIVS) is a Los Alamos National Laboratory image- that accepts the TTLoutput from the detector system,
based system which provides timely informationon and an IBM-compatible PC as the systemcontroller.
the state of nuclear materials in storage or process.
Using video cameras the EIVS acquiresbaseline im- 3.1.5 PAMTRAK
age data throughout a monitored area. A host com-
puter digitizes this data and stores it. The system The Personnel and Material Tracking (PAMTRAK)
then gathers subsequent image data. The host com- system consists of a host computer and console, some
puter then analyzes this data against the baseline data number of bar-code readers, and three subsystems:
to detect visually observable changes that occur an entry control subsystem, a personnel tracking
within the monitored area. The host analyzes these subsystem, and a material monitoring subsystem.
detected events for safeguards significance, archives The host computer receives infbrmationfrom the us-

O them for review, and if necessary, triggersan alarm ers (via the console and bar-code readers) and theto inform site personnel that an event has occurred, various subsystems, and uses the information to
maintain an internalrepresentationof the state of the

3.1.3 FOLDS® facility, lt compares the state against the rules
specifie¢tfor the facility and reportsany violations of

The Fiber Optic Intelligence & Detection System the rules on the system console. PAMTRAK cur-
(FOLDS®) is primarily designed as a perimeterpro- rently uses the Wireless Alarm Transmission of
tection system. The item monitoring system is an Container Handling (WATCH) system for its mate-
adaptation of this system for monitoring stored ma- rial monitoring subsystem. The WATCH subsystem
terial using fiber optic technology. This system monitors movementof controlled or stored materials.
consists of 1) a control computer that receives, proc- The WATCHs are small, self-contained, battery
esses, displays, and recordsali data receivedfrom the powered devices attached to the material. They de-
fiber optic sensors, 2) the FOLDS®3000 fiber optic tect and report movement, tamper, and low-battery
control interface, and 3) a number of fiber optic alarms to receivers via radio frequency (RF). The
loops, used as sensors. The controller is a personal receivers report the status of the WATCHs to
computerusing a proprietaryoperating system with PAMTRAK or a stand-alone controller that displays
full-color graphic displays customized foi each site. and r_cordsali alarm information. The WATCHs are
The system integrates CCTV, access control and basically the same as the ASTXs in the AIMS.
other types of intrusion protection and identification
systems. The fiber optic control interface,designed 3.1.6 TCATS
by Mason & Hanger National is the processing and
control point between the computer controllerand the The TargetCueing and Tracking System (TCATS) is
fiber optic sensors. The fiber optic loops or sensors a multipurpose, video image, item monitoring or
are single-mode fiber optic cable. The cable can be personnel trackingsystem. The TCATS uses special
I) molded into a rubberpressure pad and a monitored image processing algorithms to detect purposeful
item placed on top of it, or 2) wrapped around the motion and minimize detection of random motion.
itemto be monitored. The system generatesan alarm when the established

thresholdsareexceeded.



ID: Indicates whether a unique
3. !.7 System Comparisons identification of the item is ob-

tained.

Table 1 provides a concise summary of :;Dmespecific Install. Reqmts.' Sandia's judgment of the com-
details of each of the systems discussed above. Some parative difficulty in installing
of the columns need additional definition: the system.

Tamper: Whether the system has tamper
Presence/Movement: The ability to detect movement protecting features.

of the item from a monitored Signal Authent.: Whether the commmunications
location, use some form of data

authentication.

Table 1 - Comparisonof systems providingLocation/ContainmentAttributes

..... iiii
PRESENCE/ INSTALL. COST PER COST PER SIGNAL SYSTEM

SYSTEM DEVELOPER MOVEMENT I0 REQII_TS. RF TAMPER ITEM MONITORING AUTHENT. SECURITY
MONITORED STATION.............

AIMS SNL YES YES LOW 900MHz YES f200 NIA YES NONE

EIVS LANL YE'S" NO MEDIUM NO NO N/A $2'K YES ' ' PASSWORD

FOLDSe M&H _'ES 'NO HIGH IqO YES $5K NIA '" NO PASSWORi)'

LGVSS ORNL/ YES NO HIGH • NO NO ? ? NO NONE

Bechtel

PAMTRAK SNL YES YES MEDIUM 200MHz YES $300 N/A NO PASSWORD _",,
400MHz " ' '

900MHz
• ,

TCATS SNL YES NO MEDIUM NO NO NIA $10K" NO NONE
, ,,,, ,,

basedmodulesto monitorthe materialstoredin a
sealedmetalcontainer.Thissystemobtainsweight,

3.2 SystemsProviding Continuously-Monitorg.d temperature,rise,jiggle, lD, and locationdata for
Item/MaterialAttributes each container. The modules attach and communi-

cate via power line to transceivers; however, when
3.2.I CMS disconnectedfrom the power line, they communicate

via RFto portals. The existing system is intended for
The Metrox Canister Monitoring System (CMS) situations where materials are stored on shelves in
consists of a canister sensor unit, canister sensor relativelysmall containers.
interface and control units, and a host computer.

Weight, ambient and canister temperatures, canister 3.2.3 GRADS
bulge and canister identification are monitoredby the
canister sensor unit. Each canister also has an ID The GradedRadiation Detection System (GRADS) is
unit attached to uniquely identify it. The sensor a security system designed by LANL to provide a
interface and control unit monitors the individual multilayered means of monitoring SNM containers
sensors located in the canister sensor unit. The host stored in vaults. The first layer of safeguards is a
computer receives and processes ali data from the pedestrian radiation portal monitor installed at the
control units, displays this data and provides real- entrance to the vault and detects radioactive material
time visual alarm indications, moving through the portal. The second layer of

safeguards consists of fixed area monitors configured
3.2.2 CSS as an array of neutron detectors installed on the

ceiling, storage racks or shelving structureof a stor-
The Westinghouse Container Safeguards System age vault. This monitoring method assumes that the
(CSS) consists of communication nodes and sensor- neutron field in a vault produced by a particular

configuration of bulk plutonium will remain constant



as long as the configuration is undisturbed. Changes monitor and authenticate the collective radiation
in the neutron field 1) indicate whether plutonium signature of weapons stored in the vault, 3) vault
has been added to, removed from, or moved within computer to process the data received from the ma-
the vault, 2) identify the plutonium location, and 3) chine vision unit and radiation detector and thus
measure approximately how much plutonium is in- verify the inventory, and 4) base control computer to
volved. The third layer of the system is an item conduct inventories of ali vaults, store inventory data
monitoring unit which measures mass of and gamma and produceweapons status reports.
radiationfrom each container.

3.2.6 VSIS
3.2.4 SAMMS

The Vault Safety and Inventory System (VSIS) has
The Idaho Chemical Processing Plant uses the monitoredapproximately6900 nuclear storage canis-
Security Alarm and Material Monitoring System ters for several years at the Hanford Plutonium
(SAMMS) to monitor stored SNM. The SAMMS Storage Facility. This system consists of canister
consists of a seriesof steel tubes welded into a matrix monitorunits (CMUs) which provide data to a central
and set in concrete below the level of the storage area computer over hard wires. The CMUs gather label
floor. The floor contains circular openings above identification, canister bulge, canister temperature,
each steel tube. A steel cap or lid seals each opening canisterpresence, and ambient air temperaturedata.
in the floor. Suspended from the bottom of each lid A minicomputer functions as the control computer
is a rack holding a number of $NM containers, for the VSIS. lt allows the operator to issue
When a rack is placed in the storage tube a load cell commands and to print reports, lt also receives in-
monitors the weight of the rack and the containers, ventory and alarm data for the CMUs from four mi-
The SAMMS uses a data acquisition system to crocomputershardwiredto the CMUs.
continuously monitor the load cells output. Weight
tolerance limits are software selectable. The 3.2.7 System Comparisons
SAMMS generates an alarm when the data acquisi-
tion system detects that the weight of the rack ex- Table2 providesa concise summaryof some specific
ceeds either the upper or lower limit, details of each of the systems discussed above.

Additional defiwitions beyond those provided for
3.2.5 VRIS Table I follow:

The Vault Remote Inventory System (VRIS) moni- Delta Temp.:The difference between the ambient and
tots weapons contained in closed vaults of the canister temperatures.
Weapon Storage and Security System (WS3). The Bulge: A safety related measurement to indi-
VRIS consists of a I) machine vision unit to verify cate an internal pressure increase.
individual weapon serial numbers, 2) detector to

Table 2 - Comparisonof systems providingcontinuously monitoreditem/materi_!attributes

DELTA COST PER
SYSTEM DEVELOPER WEIGHT PRESENC_ IO TEMP. RADIATION BULGE ¥/2_MPER ITEM SYSTEM

MOVEMENT MON|T()REO SECURITY

CMS Metrox _fES YES YES YES NO YES "_i:) $1 g .... NONE

CSS 'WSTC YES YES NO" YES NO ' NO* N0" $700 NONE"

'GRADS 'LANL YES YES I_0 NO YES NO YES ? .... PASS'WORD

IAMMS" WINCO YES;" YES NO NO NO' " NO NO ' ? NONE

"'VRIS SNL NO YES ...... YES NO YES NO YES $5K ..... PASSWORD

VSlS SNL "NO YES YES YES NO '_ YES YES $700 '" NONE
..,

* Still underdevelopment, may change.
**Does not measure individual canister weight, measures total weight of rack and canisters.



5. Conclusion

There are several technologies available to sites to

decrease the frequency of nuclear material physical

inventories. These have been developed by both

commercial and government organizations. There is

a limited amount of testing and actual experience on

the systems in general. This should lead the potential

user to carefully evaluate their specific application

and then compare their requirements with the various

system capabilities in order to obtain a cost effective

solution. In many cases the potential user may need

to do additional development or at least some
modification for the system which best matches their
needs.
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